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INTRODUCTION 
In the study of vector-fields, vector-field singularities play a central 
role. Similarly, when studying foliations, a key part should be played by 
foliation singularities (e.g., see [l]). To examine foliation singularities, 
a first question is: “What is the ‘generic’ singularity of a foliation?” 
Put otherwise: “What sort of a singularity is it reasonable to expect ?” 
The theorem stated in Section 2 and proved in Section 5 gives a partial 
answer to this question. The theorem asserts that a foliation singularity 
which satisfies certain natural dimension conditions must have, almost 
everywhere, a very simple structure. 
The work of this note will be done in the complex-analytic framework. 
But after suitable minor modifications everything done here is also valid 
in the C” category. Given a complex-analytic manifold M, sheaves will 
be used to give a precise definition of “holomorphic foliation with 
singularities”. This notion is, in a natural fashion, contravariant. That is, 
iff: Mr + Ma is a holomorphic map, thenf “pulls-back” a holomorphic 
foliation with singularities on MS to such an object on Ml . (Compare 
[5, 61.) The theorem of Section 2 then asserts that a foliation singularity 
satisfying certain dimension conditions is the. pull-back V&J a ht&morphic 
Jubmnsion of an isolated zero of a holomorphic vectorfield. This describes 
the singularity. 
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1. INTEGRABLE SUBSHEAVES OF Q 
Let M be a complex-analytic manifold. For convenience assume that M 
is connected. Set n = dim, M. 0 denotes the sheaf of germs of holo- 
morphic functions on M. JI is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic l-forms 
on M. For i = 2, 3 ,..., n, let P be the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 
i-formsonM.SetA =O@a@P@.**@P. 
For each x E M, let AZ be the stalk of A at X. The deRham differentia- 
tion operator d makes AZ into a complex 
The wedge product of differential forms makes A, into a ring. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A subsheaf t of J2 is integrable if: 
(i) [ is a coherent complex-analytic subsheaf of Sz. 
(ii) For each x E M, the ideal in A5 generated by & is closed 
under d. 
Given such a 5, let _T denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 
vector-fields on M. Denote the pairing IR x _T -+ 0 by (w, y) + w(y). 
Define the annihilator to of f by 
(1.3) 
to is then a coherent complex-analytic subsheaf of _T with 
For each x E M, trio is closed under the bracket operation for 
vectorfields. (1.4) 
Form the quotient sheaf, Q = r/$. Define the singular set S of 8 by 
S = {x E M 1 Qz is not a free O,-module}. (1.5) 
S is a closed complex-analytic subvariety of M. Since M is connected, 
this implies that M - S is also connected. So for x E M - S, the rank t 
of the free U,-module fzo is independent of x. Call I the leaf dimension of 6. 
Assume 
l<t<EC. WI 
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On M - S, the well-known theorem of Frobenius applies. Hence 
given p E M - S, there exists a complex-analytic coordinate system 
z1: a;, ,-**, .a;, defmed on an open neighborhood UP of p in M - S 
such that: 
For each x E U, , the germs at x of the holomorphic vectorfields 
a/a21, a/a22 ,..., a/i%, are in 5,” and span &O as an O,-module. (1.7) 
A leaf of this foliation of M - S will be referred to as a leaf of [. 
Define the annihilator P of to by 
~={~~Q~)~(~)=OforallyE&,~}. (1.8) 
There is the inclusion 5 C 500. (1.4) implies 
500 is integrable. (19 
,$ and @a have the same annihilator, same singular set S, and give the 
same foliation of M - S. 
DEFINITION 1 .lO. An integrable subsheaf 5 of In is fuU if ,$ = [m. 
If I is any integrable subsheaf of Q, then PO is integrable and full. 
DRFINITION 1.11. Let M be a complex manifold. On M, a holomor- 
phic foliation with singularities is a subsheaf e of 8 such that e is integrable 
and full. 
Let N be another complex manifold, and let f: M + N be a holo- 
morphic map. Suppose that on N there is given a holomorphic foliation 
with singularities. Thus on N there is given an integrable and full sheaf 8. 
For each x E M, the usual pull-back of differential forms gives a map 
f**: t?,, + sz, . (1.12) 
On M, define a sheaf e by 
5, is the O,-sub-module of G?= spanned by fi*(O,,). (1.13) 
5 is then an integrable sheaf on M. Set f *8 = 6““. f *8 is integrable and 
full. Call f *0 the pull-back via f of 13. In this way, “holomorphic foliation 
with singuhritied’ is contravariant. 
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2. STATEMENT OF THEOREM 
On M, let 4 be integrable and full. Set n = dim, M. Denote the leaf 
dimension of E by r. According to (1.6), 
1 <Y<?Z. (2.1) 
For each p E M, let TpM be the holomorphic tangent space of M at p. 
Define a subvectorspace T,(t) C T,M as follows. On an open neigh- 
borhood UP of p in M, choose holomorphic vectorfields yi , ys ,..., yf 
such that 
For all x E U, , the germs at x of the holomorphic vectorfields 
y1 , y2 ,..., yt are in tzo and span Ezo as an @,-module. (2.2) 
Let T,(t) be the subvectorspace of T,M spanned by yi(p), ys(p),..., 
yf(p). Note that T,(e) d p d e en s only on p and [, and is independent of 
the choice of yr , ys ,..., yt . The singular set S is characterized by 
dim, T,(e) = r if pEAI--SS; (2.3) 
dime T,(T) < r if p ES. (2.4) 
For p E M - S, T,(t) is the holomorphic tangent space at p to the leaf 
of 4 through p. 
A point p E S will be said to be regular if there exists an integer 1 and 
a complex-analytic coordinate system zi , 2; ,..., zn with domain an open 
neighborhood UP of p in M such that 
u, n s = {x E u, 1 zz+&v) = Z~+&c) = -** = x,(x) = O}. 
I is the dimension of S at p: 
(2.5) 
1 = dim, S. (2.6) 
S is not required to be connected (or irreducible), so there are examples 
where dim, S is not constant as p ranges over the regular points of S. 
In the vicinity of a regular point p, S is a complex-analytic submanifold 
of M. So at a regular point p, there is the holomorphic tangent space TpS, 
of Satp: 
dime T,S = dim, S. (2.7) 
At a regular point p of S, T& and TpS are both subvectorspaces of T,M. 
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TANQRWY h@IMA (2.8). For euch regular point p of S, T,(s) is 
contained in TpS. 
Proof. The proof will be given in Section 3. 
Define a filtration S = s13 Sa 3 ... 1 ST of S by 
S = (p E S 1 dim, T,(e) < Y - i}. 
Each 9 is a closed holomorphic subvariety of M. 
Let p E S be a regular point of S with 
dim,S=r-1. (2.10) 
Choose a holomorphic submersion f: UP --t W from an open neigh- 
borhood UP of p in M onto an open neighborhood W of the origin in 
Cn-r+l with. . 
f-‘(O) = SR u,. (2.11) 
Let X be a holomorphjc vectortield on W such that the only zero of X is 
the origin. F’or each ‘w E w, let &, denote the germ of X at w. Define 
a sheaf T on W by 
T* = {w E sa, 1 cl&) = O}. (2.12) 
T is integrable and full. The leaf dimension of T is one. The singular set 
of 7 is the origin. On W - {0}, the leaves of T  are the flow lines of X. 
Suppose it is possible to choose f and X so that 
51 u, =f*T. (2.13) 
If it is possible to so choose f and X, then at p, 5 will be said to be the 
pull-back via a holomorphic submersion of an isolated zero of a holo- 
morphic vectorfield. Evident necessary conditions for this are 
pisaregularpoint’ofSwithdii,S =I-- 1, (2.14) 
P4Sg. (2.15) 
The theorem of this note asserts that these conditions are also sufficient. 
THEOREM (2.16). On M, let e be integmble and full. Denote the leaf 
. dmemion o$ e by r. Lst p be a regular paint of S with dim, S = r - 1 
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and p # S2. Then at p, 8 is the pull-back via a holomorphic submersion of 
an isolated zero of a holomorphic vectorjield. 
Proof. The proof will be given in Section 5. 
Remark. Let Z be a connected component of S with 
dimcZ=r-1, 
Zn(S-S2) # 0. 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Then almost everywhere on Z the hypotheses of the theorem are 
satisfied. So almost everywhere on Z the structure of the foliation 
singularity is understood. What sort of a foliation singularity will occur 
at the other points of Z? 
For some examples of foliation singularities see [l]. 
3. PROOF OF TANGENCY LEMMA 
As in Section 2, let f be integrable and full. To prove the tangency 
lemma (2.8), first observe: 
Let U be an open subset of M on which there is given a 
holomorphic vectorfield y with y(x) E T,(f) for all x E U n (M - S). 
Then for all x E U, the germ of y at x is in &O. (3.1) 
Proof of (3.1). D enote the germ of y at x by yz . y(x) E T,(t) for all 
x E U n (M - S) implies 
yx E 5,” for x~lJn(M--S’S). (3.2) 
From the definition (1.3) of to, it now follows that yz E 6,” for all x E U. 
Q.E.D. 
The tangency lemma (2.8) is an immediate corollary of 
Let U be an open subset of M on which there is given a 
holomorphic vectorfield y with y(x) E T&) for all x E U n (M - S). 
Let p be a regular point of S with p E U n S. Then y(p) E T,S. (3.3) 
Proof of (3.3). Suppose the contrary. If so, there exists a regular 
point p E 7J n S with y(p) # TpS. Let {fi) denote the flow generated 
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by y. Since r(p) $ T$, it is possible to find a nonzero complex number 
5 and an open neighborhood V of p such that fc is defined on V, and 
f[(V) c u n (M - S). (3.4) 
Set g = f F1. For x E fdv), there is the usual induced map of tangent 
spaces g, 
g,: T&f+ TmN. (3.5) 
On V define a holomorphic subvectorbundle F of TM 1 V by 
Fm = gJ40 x E.ff(V. (3.6) 
If x E U n (M - S), then by hypothesis y(x) E T,(t). This implies that 
g preserves the foliation of U n (M - S). Therefore, 
for each x E Y n (M - S), F, = T,(t). (3.7) 
BY W), dim, T,(5) < r. Hence there exists a holomorphic section s 
of F such that s is defined about p and s(p) $ T,(I). Due to (3.7), this 
contradicts (3.1). Q.E.D. 
4. LINE BUNDLE LEMMA 
This section reviews a standard lemma on holomorphic line bundles. 
Let Z be an integer with E > 2. Let b be a positive real number. 
Define A C t? by 
A = &Cl, 5, ,..., 5,) e Cl 1 1 ti 1 < b, i = 1, 2 ,..., Z}. (4.1) 
If 2 > 3, any holomorphic line bundle on d - (O} is trivial. (See remarks 
on page 33 of [3].) If I = 2, there exist uncountably many distinct 
nontrivial holomorphic line bundles on A - (0). 
LEMMA (4.2). Let E be Q holomorphic oector bundle on A. On A - {0}, 
let L be a holomorphic subline bundle of E 1 A - (0). Then 
L is (holomorphically) trivial. (4.3) 
Proof. As remarked above, (4.3) requires proof only when Z = 2. 
However, the following argument is valid for all Z > 2. 
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Denote by L* the dual bundle of L. Any holomorphic line bundle on d 
is trivial, so it will suffice to prove: 
There exists on d a holomorphic line bundle whose restriction 
to d - (0) is L*. (4.4) 
To prove (4.4), on d - (O} let I denote the quotient bundle E/L. Then 
on d - {O> there is the exact sequence 
O+L+E-+I-+O. 
Passing to dual bundles gives 
(4.5) 
OtL*tE*tI*tO. (4.6) 
Now E* is a vector-bundle on d. d is contractible, so E* is topologically 
trivial. Since d is a Stein manifold, this implies that E* is holomorphically 
trivial. Hence from (4.6) it is clear that L* has holomorphic sections on 
A - (0). 
Let s be a holomorphic section of L*. Assume that s is defined on 
A - {0} and that s is not the zero section of L*. Define V C A - {0} by: 
v = {x E A - (0) 1 s(x) = O}. 
V is a closed holomorphic subvariety of A - (O} with 
(4.7) 
dimcV=l-1. (4.8) 
Let a be the closure of V in A. Since 1 > 2, the Remmert-Stein theorem 
applies. So r is a closed holomorphic subvariety of A. (For the Remmert- 
Stein theorem, see [7, Theorem 131 or [2, exposes 13 et 141. Or see 
Corollary 7 of [4, p. 2241.) H ence the divisor V extends to A. This 
proves (4.4). Q.E.D. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Recall the given data of the theorem. 6 is integrable and full on M. 
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The following ia to be proven: 
At p, ,$ is the pull-back via a holomorphic submersion of au 
isolated zero of a holomorphic vectortield. (5.3) 
To prove (5.3) choose an open neighborhood A of p in M such that A 
is the domain of a complex-analytic coordinate system wl, wa ,..., w, 
with 
0 = WI(P) = w&q = **a = w&J), (5.4) 
A n S = A n (S - 9) 
= {x E A 1 w,(x) = w,+l(x) = -*a = w,(x) = O}. (5.5) 
Since A n S = A n (S - Sa), 
dimcTJ=r-1 xeAnS. (5.6) 
According to the tangency lemma (24, 
T&3 t T,S xeAnS. (5.7) 
So (5.6) and (5.7) together imply: 
For each x E A n S, (a/tkoJ(x), (i3/h~J(x),..., (~/ho,-,)(x) 
is a vector-space basis for T,(f). (5.8) 
Hence, passing to a smaller A if necessary, it may be assumed that on A 
there are holomorphic vector-fields yl, ra ,..., ~~1~ such that: 
For each x E A n S, y&x) = (Z++)(x), i = 1,2 ,..., r - 1; 
For each x E A n (M - S), n(x) E T,(t), i = 1, 2 ,..., I - 1; 
For each x E A, 
Yl(X), Y&b.> %-l(X), W~JW9 w%+l)wP**~ @/~dx) 
is a vectorspace basis for TJ4. 
Given x E A n S, define a holomorphic vectorfield V, on A by 





For x E C and x E A n S, let cfe,z} be the flow generated by V, . Choose 
B > 0 such that if A, is given by 




x --+ (WI(x), w,(x),..., w,(x)) maps A, onto 
ccc, 7 c2 9.“> r,> E @” 1 J ri J < E, i = 1, 2 )..., n>. (5.14) 
For x E A, n S, and 1 z 1 < 2, (fi,J is defined on A,. (5.15) 
Thus for each x E A, n 5’ and each x with 1 z 1 < 2, there is 
fi.z: 4 + A. (5.16) 
Set S, = A, n S. For each x E S, , define &: A, -+ A by 
*, = fi.5 * (5.17) 
For #z one then has 
1cldP) = x XGS,. (5.18) 
If x E S, and 4 E A, - S, , then I,&) is in the leaf of [ through 4. (5.19) 
Note that (5.19) is a consequence of (5.10). Let D C A, be 
D = {q E A, j WI(q) = w2(q) = -*- = w&q) = 0). (5.20) 
For x E S, , set 0, = (G,(D). Define UP by 
Up = () D,. (5.21) 
xcs, 
It may be assumed that E > 0 has been chosen small enough so that: 
Up is an open subset of M; 
For each x E S, , 0, intersects S, only at x, and this intersection 
is transversal; 
If x, y are distinct points of S, , then 0, and D, are disjoint. 
Define holomorphic maps 
p: lJ,-+ s, 
7: U,+ D 
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7~ is then determined by 
r)Y = KY(Y) YEU,,. (5.28) 
Define a coordinate system x1, xs ,..., z, on UP by 
%(Y) = WhY) i = 1, 2,..., Y - 1 YEU,, (5.29) 
4Y) = WihY) i = r, r + l,..., n YEUs* (5.30) 
This coordinate system x1, z, ,..., z, has the property: 
For i = 1, 2,..., Y  - 1 and for all x E U, , (a/&)(x) E T,(E). (5.31) 
To verify (5.31), fix a point q E D. Then 
~s~2(q)=I~~~~14(~)=~i(q)fori=~,y+1,...,n). (5.32) 
But according to (5.18) and (5.19), 
If 4 + $5 u 92(!I) 1 ies entirely within the leaf of 5 through q. (5.33) 
ZE SC 
,u UP) = SC * (5.34) 
l 
(5.32), (5.33), and (5.34) together imply (5.31). 
Now D is itself a complex manifold with 
d&D=n--r+l. (5.35) 
Let TD denote the holomorphic tangent bundle of D. Note that (5.10) 
and (5.11) imply that D - {p} intersects the leaves of 5 transversely. 
On D - {p} let L be the subline bundle of TD 1 D - {p) given by 
L, = W) n W XED-{P}. (5.36) 
According to (4.2) L is trivial, so there exists a holomorphic vectorfield Y 
on D - {p} with 
Y(x) # 0 for all x E D - (p}, 
Y(x) E T&j n To9 for all x ED - (p). 
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where &,: T,M --t T,(,,M is the map of tangent spaces induced by & . 
For q E UP , let TgDpp be the holomorphic tangent space at q to D, . 
Then (5.19) and (5.38) give 
Y(q) E T&3 n T,D,, for all q E Up - S, . (5.40) 
By (1.6), 1 < I < n. Thus in UP , S, has (complex) codimension at 
least two. Hence by Theorem 8 of [4, p. 221, Y extends to give a holo- 
morphic vectorfield on all of U, . Denote the extension by Y. (5.40) and 
(3.3) imply 
Y(x) E T,S 
But (5.40) also implies 
for all x E S, . (5.41) 
WI E TJb for all x E S, . (5.42) 
Since T,S n T,D, = {0}, 
Y vanishes on S, . (5.43) 




It follows from (5.39) that for q E Up and r < i < 71, 
ai(a) depends only on I, z,+~(P),..., 4q). (5.45) 
Let WC Q=n--7+1 be 
w = {(l-l , 5, ,***, 5,-,+,) E cm-‘+I 1 1 lli 1 < E, i = 1,2, . ..) 71 - r + I}. 
A submersion f : Up + W is given by (5.46) 
f@) = c%(q>, %+l(dY*~ QZN QEU,. (5.47) 
Let X be the holomorphic vectorfield on W with 
-Jud = f*W) ClEUD. (5.48) 
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As in (2.12) define a sheaf 7 on W by 
7 * =(WEQwIW(&)) =o. 
To complete the proof of (5.3) it must be shown that 
[I u, =f%. 
(5.49) 
(5.W 
But (5.50) clearly will follow from: 
For each q E U, , the germs at q of the holomorphic vectorfields 
aja2l , aja22 ,..., ajazrel , Y are in 5,” and span &O as an &,-module. 
(5.51) 
To prove (5.51) first note that (5.31), (5.40), and (3.1) together imply 
that for each q E U, , the’ germs at q of ZJ/@ , a/&, ,..., a/&,, , Y are 
in &s. Now let U be an open subset of U, . Suppose that y is a holo- 
morphic vectorfield on U with: 
For each x E U, the germ at x of y is in &O. (5.52) 
ForeachxE U~I (M- S), 
$/;;g), (a/azJ(x),..., (a/azrsl)(x), Y(X) is a vectorspace basis 
(5.53) 
Hence on U n (M - S) there are holomorphic functions fr ,fa ,..., fp 
with: 
T-1 
On Un(M--),y= Cfi&+fJ, 
t-1 6 (5.54) 
S n U has (complex) codimension at least two in U, so according to 
Theorem 8 of [4, p. 221, fi , fs ,..., f, extend to holomorphic functions on 
all of U. Denote the extensions byfi ,~!s ,...,f, . Then on all of U: 
y = ry3 -f- +3,y. 
I-1 i % 
(5.55) 
This complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
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